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I need to populate an array with the results from a query on the above table. I'm struggling to find out how to turn the results of my query into a
2D array or array of arrays, I have got this far; $query = mysql_query("SELECT title, bookpage FROM reading ORDER BY rand()"); while ($r =

mysql_fetch_array($query, MYSQL_ASSOC)) { echo ""; echo $r['title']. $r['bookpage']; echo ""; } which produces a list of results. The results look
like this, ABC XYZ 110 DEF 123 GHI 134 JKL 543 I need to turn this into 2D array so that I can find the shortest route to get from one title to the
next, I think it may have to be a "nested loop" in PHP. Example 1 Given these results, Title Bookpage ABC 10 DEF 12 GHI 13 Route: ABC -> DEF

Expected result: 4 Current result: 2 Example 2 Given these results, Title Bookpage ABC 11 ABC 10 DEF 12 GHI 13 JKL 543 Route: ABC -> DEF DEF
-> GHI Expected result: 2 Current result: 2 What I'm trying to achieve is the length of the shortest route from one title to the next. A: I would do it

like this, see "brute force" ;-) $query = mysql_query("SELECT title, bookpage FROM reading ORDER BY rand()"); $result = array(); while ($r =
mysql_fetch_array($query, MYSQL_ASSOC)) { $result[] = array('title' => $r['title'], 'bookpage' => $r['bookpage']); } $min = 0; $min_length = 0;

foreach($result as $r) if($min
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